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ABSTRACT

Dr. K. Devi

Lung cancer is one of the serious issue in healthcare application which

SRM Valliammai

occurs in smoking people. The lung cancer occurred in types such as

Engineering College.

small cell and non-small cell lung cancer. It also created by exposure

of toxin gases, family history, second-hand smoke etc. The disease requires immediate
treatment to avoid the serious issue. Therefore, several researcher’s focus on the automatic
cancer detection system; however the existing systems fails to concentrate the exact disease
affected region prediction. This causes to reduce the efficiency of cancer prediction accuracy.
To overcome this issues, in this, genetic bee optimized recurrent network is applied to
improve the overall prediction accuracy. Initially, the images are collected from Chest CTScan images Dataset which is processed by median filter to removing noise. Then, dual
clustering approach is applied to segment the affected region which helps to identify the
cancer related features. The extracted features are classified using recurrent approach that
uses the optimization algorithm to regularize the network performance. The effectiveness of
the system is evaluated using MATLAB based results.
KEYWORDS: Lung cancer, recurrent network, Chest CT-Scan images Dataset, image
segmentation.
1. INTRODUCTION
Presently most of the people affected by various diseases due to the life style changes and
scientific factors. These changes creates the changes in the genetic cell which affects the cell
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mutations.[1] Then the old cell is replaced by the wrong mutated cell[2] which is converted into
the cancer. According to the report of cancer registries (NNACCR)[3] around 234030 peoples
are suffered by lung cancer. It has several symptoms[4] such as cough, shortage in breath,
voice change, chest pain, blood coughing, sputum color changes etc. In addition to this,
people feels weight loss, neurological problems, memory loss, bone fracture, joint loss,
bleeding, cachexia and headaches. Once the people suffered by these symptoms, they are
requested to keep checking their health status with the help of the screening procedures.[5]
There are several screening techniques such as liquid biopsy, genetic testing, biopsy, bronch
scopy and reflex testing etc. The recent research suggest that radio imaging analysis [6] are
more useful to predict the lung cancer with fastest manner. The radio-imaging is helps to
improve the recognition accuracy with minimum computation complexity.
The lung cancer is recognized with the help of computerized tomography (CT), MRI and
PET imaging.[7] Among the various imaging, CT gives the more useful information because it
gives the inner details about lung tissues and soft organs. The screening process applied in the
automatic disease detection system[8] recognize the lung cancer effectively. The capture CT
images are investigated by applying the image processing and machine learning algorithms.
The image processing techniques[9] uses the filtering approaches, image enhancement
technique and segmentation procedures to derive the valuable information. Comparing to
other technique, segmentation process[10] gives the detailed representation of each pixels and
changes involved in the pixels effectively. The affected regions are identified using various
methods such as Hopfield neural networks, self-organizing maps, fuzzy-c-means clustering,
distributed clustering, canny, Sobel, and other region segmentation techniques. The
segmentation process investigate the each pixel and similar pixels are grouped to identify the
disease affected region. This process is further improved by using the intelligent
techniques[11] such as fireflies, genetic algorithm, artificial bee colony, butterfly optimization,
particle swarm optimization etc. The optimization algorithms reduces the complexity while
selecting the similar pixel and clustering center. After that, various features such as statistical,
spectral, robust and binary patterns are derived to identify the exact cancer region. The
derived features are classified by applying various classifiers that classifies the lung cancer
by matching with the training pattern. There are several methods[12] are applied in this field to
improve the classification accuracy; however, the existing systems are fails to predict the
exact cancer region. The segmentation approach requires the improvement to identify the
edges relevant features accurately. If the inner edge details eliminated during the
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segmentation it will affects the lung cancer prediction rate. More ever, the false segmentation
process, influence the lung features which causes to the mis-classification error rate.[13] To
resolve this issues, in this work effective and optimized clustering process is introduced. This
work uses the chest CT-scan image dataset information is utilized to analyze the effectiveness
of the system. The collected images are investigated using the dual-clustering approach that
segments the affected region with maximum segmentation accuracy. Finally the optimized
neural network is applied on the region related features that classifies the cancer with
minimum error rate and high recognition accuracy.
Then the rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discussing the various
researcher’s work on the lung cancer prediction process. Section 3 analyze the working
process of the optimized neural network based lung cancer prediction and efficiency of the
system is evaluated in section 4. Conclusion described in section 5.
2. Related Works
Coudray, et al., 2018[14] applying deep learning approach to predict the lung cancer from the
histopathology images. The collected images are processed by convolute model that predicts
the changes in every tissues. The tissues related features are trained by using the inception v3
layer which helps to classify the lung cancer with 85.6% of accuracy.
Zhang, et al., 2019[15] detecting lung cancer from CT images using the deep convolution
neural networks. This work designed to identifying the pulmonary nodules in the lung region.
The nodules are more useful to recognize the predicted region is benign or malignant. The
effective utilization of the fully convoluted network recognize the lung cancer with 84.4% of
accuracy compared to the other methods. The effectiveness of the system is assessed with the
manual doctors to predict the efficiency of the system.
Shakeel, P. Mohamed, et al., 2020[16] predicting lung cancer from CT images by applying the
deep ensemble classifier. The main intention of the work is to improving the cancer
recognition accuracy and reducing the mis-classification error rate. The collected CT images
are investigated according to the multilevel brightness approach that removes the noise from
image also enhance the image quality. Then affected regions are segmented according to the
deep learning concept and the feature are extracted from region. Finally, ensemble classifiers
are applied to recognize the lung cancer by utilizing the selected features.
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ALzubi et al., 2019[17] introducing the ensemble boosted neural network approach to classify
the lung cancer. The collected lung images are processed by using the newton-Raphson’s
maximum likelihood approach that removes the noise image. Then different features are
extracted which are classified using ensemble classifier that recognize the cancer with
minimum delay and maximum recognition accuracy.
Prabukumar, et al., 2019[18] introducing the cuckoo optimized support vector machine for
recognizing the lung cancer. The intention of this work is to minimize the latency, increases
the privacy while classifying the cancer. The collected images are investigated according to
the fuzzy c-means clustering approach that recognize the affected region. Then different
features such as intensity, statistical, texture and geometric are extracted. The derived
features are investigated based on the cuckoo search algorithm. Finally, support vector
machine is applied to classify the benign and malignant tumor. The effectiveness of the
system is evaluated using public database and cancer action program (ELCAP) in which
system classifies the cancer with 98.79% and 98.13% of accuracy. According to the various
researcher’s opinions, lung cancer is recognized by applying different machine learning
techniques. However, the existing systems are fails to minimize the false classification rate
while analyzing the lung cancer features. To overcome the above issues, in this work,
optimized deep recurrent network is applied to recognize the lung cancer with maximum
recognition rate.
3. Genetic bee optimized recurrent network based lung cancer detection
This section discussing the genetic bee optimized recurrent network based lung cancer
detection process. The CT images are collected from the cancer imaging archives (CIA)
dataset[19] which has 5043 images. The sample CT images are illustrated in figure 1, in which
3000 images are treated as testing and 2043 images are used as testing images.

Figure 1: Sample CT images.
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The gathered CT images investigated using several steps such as image preprocessing,
segmentation, feature extraction and cancer detection. Each step has specific functions and
procedure that used to analyze the CT image pixels with minimum computation complexity.
According to the discussion, the working process of lung cancer detection architecture
illustrated in figure 2.

Lung Image
Collection

Image Preprocessing

Region
Segmentation

Lung Cancer
Classification

Feature Extraction

Figure 2: Working flow of lung cancer classification.
Image preprocessing
The first step of this work is image collection and noise removal because the gathered
information consists of several inconsistent and noisy pixel details. Once the image is
collected, noise pixel is identified and replacement should performed to improve the image
quality. In this work, median filter is applied to eliminate the noisy pixel. Each pixel is
computed against the threshold value, if the pixel is corrupted by any noisy details, it has
been replaced by median value. The median value is estimated with the help of neighboring
pixel. The neighboring pixels are arranged in the sorting order and the median value is
computed which utilized to replace the noise pixel. This process repeated until to reach the
threshold value. The effective computation of each pixel and neighboring details helps to
improve the image quality. According to the above discussion, the noise removed images are
illustrated in table 1.

Input Images

Preprocessed
Images
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Image Segmentation
The second part of this work is to segmenting the cancer affected region which is done by
applying the dual clustering approach. The segmentation is done according to the images
characteristics such as histogram and border gradients. Image are investigated according to
the histograms and the similar histogram pixels are grouped. The clustering process is
performed along with the border gradient. Therefore, the regions are investigated according
to the image brightness
brightness is evaluated

in one space and second space. In one space, histogram
and the second space, dual-three-dimensional image

brightness value is computed

. In addition to this, the distributed of brightness

pixel should estimate in one-space to compute the minimal clustering deviation. Then
threshold value of the brightness should be estimated to reduces the distance. The clustering
is formed by estimating the image black and white pixels. Then the threshold value of the
image brightness is computed using eqn (1)
(1)
The computed image pixels are investigated with binary image threshold value (T) and the
clustering is formed according to the below condition.
(2)

In eqn (1) b is the bitmap of the objects in the dual space. The bitmap is measure to estimate
the distribution of the black and white pixels in the images. According to the analysis, image
border should computed using eqn (3)
(3)
In eqn (3), image border should be identified from the border gradient value G, length of the
border and the difference between the background and object brightness value (k). From the
computation, the minimum clustering difference and maximum

value should be

investigated in one and second space. According to the computation, the condition related
region should be segmented to improve the overall cancer recognition accuracy. Then the
respective segmented region is illustrated in table 2.
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Table 2: Region Segmented Images.
Preprocessed
images

Border detected
images

Segmented Image

Feature Extraction
The third step is feature extraction which is the representation of the segmented region. In
this work, various statistical features are derived as the lung cancer related features. The
extracted features are illustrated in table 3.
Table 3: Feature Extraction.
Features

Formula
M is total amount of pixel present in

Mean(

the segmented region (A)
Standard Deviation (

3rd moment skewness
(
4th moment kurtosis
(
The derived features are reflect the cancer region characteristics that are more useful to
identify the patient disease affected rate. The detailed explanation of the cancer classification
process discussed in the following section.
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Cancer Classification
The last step of this work is cancer classification which is done by applying the genetic bee
optimized recurrent neural networks. The recurrent network analyze the derived features and
predicts the new data with minimum computation complexity. The training samples are
investigated by different layers and labels are generated according to the previous learning
patterns. The trained pattern more useful to identify the new incoming features cancer status.
The classification process predicts the output value; the main intention of the work is to
minimize the error value. Suppose the network having maximum deviation between the
output and input value, network parameter should be updated to reduce the false classification
rate. The extracted input is processed in the input layer with respective weight parameters and
the output is estimated in hidden layer as follows.
(4)
In eqn (4), the input
and bias value

is processed with respective network parameters such as weight
to get the hidden layer output value

. The hidden layer uses the

continuous information and the output is predicted in each layer. The entire outputs are
combined and the exact output value is calculated using eqn (5).
(5)
The computed output value is compared with the trained pattern to estimate the deviation
between the actual and predicted value. Here, the network process is regularized by applying
the genetic bee optimization algorithm. The algorithm helps to resolve the objective problem
by updating the network parameter using eqn (6).
(6)
Here, learning rate

and gradient

values are continuously utilized to update the network

parameters. According to the process, the momentum optimization is performed as
and

. For every computation, the network

parameters are selected based on the objective function. Based on the objective function, the
probability value of the parameter should estimate as

. According to the

computation the searching process is initiated and parameters are updated to minimize the
error value. Thus the system successfully classifies the lung cancer by solving the
optimization problem.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section examines the excellence of the introduced genetic bee optimized recurrent
network (GBRNN) approach based lung cancer prediction process. As said, the lung images
are collected from CIA dataset which has 5043 images. Gathered images are processed by
above discussed processing steps and the effectiveness of the system is evaluated using
accuracy, precision, recall and error-rate metrics. The introduced system effectiveness is
compared with the existing researcher’s work such as deep convolution neural networks
(DCNN)[15], deep ensemble neural networks (DSNN)[16] and ensemble boosted neural
network (EBNN).[17] The metrics are computed using following eqns.
(7)
(8)
(9)
Based on the metrics, the dual clustering based segmentation efficiency is examined first to
understand how effectively system recognize the lung cancer affected region. The
segmentation comparison results are illustrated in 4.
Table 4: Segmentation Efficiency.
Methods
DCNN
DSNN
EBNN
GBRNN

Accuracy
0.834
0.858
0.867
0.965

Specificity
0.857
0.872
0.893
0.958

Precision
0.848
0.875
0.88
0.967

Recall
0.862
0.893
0.90
0.973

The table 4 illustrate the segmentation efficiency of the introduced GBRNN approach. The
obtained results are compared with existing research’s works such as[15],[16] and.[17] Among
the computation, GBRNN approach utilizes the dual clustering process which analyze the
image pixels in one and second space. The effective utilization of image borders and
brightness helps to improve the overall segmentation accuracy. The obtained results are high
compared to the existing methods. This directly shows that the introduced system extracted
regions are more relevant to the lung cancer related information. The segmented region
related features are extracted from region which is processed by the introduced classifier to
recognize the cancer status. The effective utilization of the learning rate, activation function
and updating process improves the minimize the deviation error. Then the obtained error rate
results are illustrated in figure 3.
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Figure 3: Error Rate.
From the figure 3 it clearly states that introduced genetic bee optimized recurrent neural
network (GBRNN) method attains the minimum error rate. The low error rate directly shows
that system ensures the low difference between the actual and predicted output value. The
GBRNN approach uses the memory unit to save the processing inputs that helps to identify
the new features output with minimum deviation. In addition to this, the network uses the
effective training patterns that helps to classify the inputs with minimum error rate. More
ever, the optimization algorithm regularize the network parameters according to their
characteristics that further improve the system performance. Then the obtained system
efficiency is illustrated in figure 4.

Figure (a) Precision.
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(b) Recall
Figure 4: Efficiency Analysis.
According to the above figure it clearly states that introduced GBRNN approach attains the
high precision and recall value compared to the other methods. As said earlier, the
optimization parameter involvement chose the right parameters to regularize the network
performance. The effective utilization of these parameters helps to improve the selection of
lung cancer features with minimum deviation value. More ever, the method uses the dual
clustering approach based segmented region. The regions are extracted without losing any
edge and border details that helps to improves the overall lung cancer recognition accuracy.
Then the obtained accuracy value is shown in table 5.
Table 5: Classification Efficiency.
Methods
DCNN
DSNN
EBNN
GBRNN

Accuracy
88.25
88.8
90.4
95.8

Specificity
89.9
88.29
90.3
96.35

Precision
87.35
89.51
90.38
95.7

Recall
87.50
88.77
90.56
95.4

Thus the system ensures the 95.8% of accuracy while classifying the lung cancer with
minimum error rate and objective problems.
5. CONCLUSION
Thus the paper analyzing the genetic bee optimized deep recurrent network based lung cancer
classification process. The work uses the CIA database images for investigating the lung
cancer status. The collected images are investigated using median filter to remove the noise
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from the images that helps to reduces the false classification rate. Then the cancer affected
regions are predicted according to the dual clustering procedure. The method uses the one
and second phase analyzes to identify the affected region. Finally, the region related features
are classified using the recurrent network which improves the overall classification rate. At
the time, the network performance is optimized using genetic bee algorithm characteristics
that enhance the entire classification system performance. In future, the optimization
algorithm is applied to improve the overall effectiveness of the system.
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